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They think

They have ideas, wonderful things. /they are going to be accomplished. But we are

told here that what they are imagining is vain, it is not going to work out the#

way they expect that it will. We referred to Stalin a few minutes.ago. We referred to

Stalin a few minutes ago. People who have been imaginging who are planning and
ever more

sending their eyes on gold. Was there/any group of people who are eteriniued to
for this past

that direction than the communists have been/nearly one hundred years? Since
the

Marx accepted the plan and outline,-end scheme to change the world in accordance

with their imagining. They are going to completely change things around, and

of course Marx had wonderful ideas that the rich are going to et richer and richer

and fewer and fewer, the the poor labourers are going to äet-pee-- poorer and poorer

and more and more lumerous, until the great mass e 99 7. of the people of the world
would
w4-be oppressed and down trodden and would simply crush ott the one pe*ent that

has been oppressing them, and then we will have not them on earth. That was Marx'

idea, but how different it worked out. They imagined a vain thing. Marx imagined

something which he thought was going to happen. He predicted definitely the stages

that would take place in it. It is not happening at all/ theRe- way be explained it.

Re did not expect to have any strong state. You would not need a strong government.

The state he said will disappear, because

We would get rid of all oppressors, and the 99 7. poor oppressed people would just

get along together wonderfully and everybody is going to be happy, but how

differently it has worked out. And actually, of course, Marx made the dream.

He imagined something which was utterly vain because it has not worked out all the

way he thought it wand- would. But Linen came along and he revised Marx? regime.

Re pretended to take Marx as a cpmplete planner, eke- the one who made a picture of

what was going to be done, but Lenin worked out what Marx would have never dreamed

of. He worked out a system of power, and so Linen worked out a plan whereby a

little group would get complete control, and that could not be done unless youK have

a tremendous war that would destroy all the normall situation, and after Russia

had fought for three years. I never realized until World War II the fact that in
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